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A Divine Pause to Man’s Overload

We bid farewell to Faith for seven years
of ‘faith-building.’ She started work at TLBS as an
intern and was the youngest. We called her
“Mei Mei.” Now she is no longer the young ‘punk’
(in a good sense), but Mrs Phun (pardon the pun).
Thank you Faith. May the Lord’s favour be with you as
you join your husband, Daniel in ministry!

Welcome Elizabeth,

an Alumna of TLBS and now
as staff! She is Burmese
married to TLBS Alumni in
Singapore. Glad to have
you on board!

2 Gambas Crescent #10-04/05, Nordcom II, Singapore 757044 [12 mins walk from Sembawang MRT]

By Mrs Ong Guek Ju
Principal Tung Ling Bible School
of resources. We undermine our
ability. And we choose to dwell
within those limitations.

The local press screamed, “Unprecedented!” We hear it ever so often, “Never before!” Indeed, a pandemic
unlike anything before! The tsunami effect of this Covid-19 pandemic has left a pandemonium of
ravaged economy, declining confidence in aspects of global leadership, a wounded stock market and loss of jobs.
The crisis has literally brought the world to a grinding halt. Different nations are tackling the pandemic with
different measures of lockdowns to flatten the curve of infection.

We must learn to see possibilities
in God. Instead of our lack, see
abundance in God. Instead of our
limitations, see that God is unlimited.
Instead of seeing the ordinary,
see how God can make something
extraordinary out of
the ordinary.

From a positive perspective, perhaps, the lockdown or what we called a ‘Circuit Breaker’ in Singapore is necessary
to prevent us from getting short-circuited. Some of us have been on an endless relentless drive of
over-performance. In many ways, it is true that we are at a state of an ‘overload’ in many areas of life.
And we do need a much needed pause to reflect, recalibrate and be renewed.

But we also need to realize this,
God does not do something with
nothing. He often uses something,
however small, little, limited or
insignificant to perform something
great. Look at the example of the
boy with five loaves and two fish
which fed the 5,000. God used the
five small pebbles David had in his
pocket to kill Goliath. What about
Moses’ crude shepherd staff that
he held in his hands? God used that
crude and seemingly insignificant
staff to perform miracles in the
Pharaoh’s court including
the parting of the Red Sea.
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Here, God used the poor
widow’s limited resources
- a drop of oil to perform
a mighty miracle of
abundance to provide for
her and her two sons.
Recently I had the privilege of
speaking at a National Women’s
Conference webinar in the midst
of this Circuit Breaker. I thought
the theme for the webinar, ‘No
Limitation’ was an appropriate balm
for such a time as this. The lockdowns
may place many restrictions on our
movement and action, but it cannot
place a limitation on us to pursue
God’s purposes for our life, our
church and our nations.
I like to share some lessons from
a story in 2 Kings 4:1-7 on how
we can handle a crisis and live
life with no limitation. Let me just
summarise the story for you.
Here’s a woman who have inherited
a huge problem. Her husband, who
is a prophet, had just died leaving
behind a massive debt. Now the
creditors are threatening to come
and take away her sons as slaves to
repay for their liabilities.
She’s at her wits’ end. She is at
her limit . As it were, she had hit a
‘circuit breaker’. In deep distress,
she reached out to the prophet
Elisha for help.
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PROJECT APPRECIATE

LIVING LIFE WITH
NO LIMITATION

During this Circuit Breaker, some
of you may be at your wits’ end.
The prospects of losing your job,
the business closing, financial
losses, and the uncertainties ahead
to the road of recovery. You may
feel like you are being bound up,
trapped, and at loss of what to do.
You are mentally - stressed out.
Emotionally - distressed. Physically –
you’re isolated, and feeling
alone in your personal struggle.
How can you live with NO
LIMITATION?
Yes – no limitation. I am not talking
about cooking. During these
weeks of Circuit Breaker, I know
many of you had no limitation to
your cooking or eating. Like me,
probably you have endless rounds
of cooking. My husband jokingly
says he is promoting me to CCO –
Chief Cooking Officer. I told him,
“I will promote you to CEO – Chief
Eating Officer!”
From the passage in 2 Kings 4:1-7,
there are three key principles on
how to live life with NO limitation.

1). LOOK AT POSSIBILITIES, NOT
PROBLEMS (OR LIMITATIONS).
Here’s a story of a woman who
is focused on her problems and
limitation. And you can understand
why. She has a crisis. A crisis of
triple whammies. First, her husband
died. Then, she has an inherited
debt that she has absolutely no
means of repaying. And her sons
are at risk of being taken away as
slaves. She got a huge problem!

The first thing the prophet Elisha
asked her, “What do you have in
your house…?” “I have nothing,” that
was her reply, “except a drop of
oil.” Here, Elisha was not trying to
do a due diligence on whether she
can repay the debt. The Prophet
Elisha was trying to direct the
woman to look at possibilities,
with whatever little resources that
she had. Instead of looking at the
problem, Elisha was directing her

We must learn to
see possibilities
in God. Instead
of our lack,
see abundance
in God. Instead
of our limitations,
see that God
is unlimited.
Instead of seeing
the ordinary, see
how God can
make something
extraordinary out
of the ordinary.
to look at possibilities beyond her
limited resources.
The lesson for us is that we often
look only at the problem. We are
overwhelmed by the size of the
problem. We focus on our lack

About a month ago, a group of our
alumni who had just graduated from
Tung Ling Bible School, heard about
the predicament of the migrant
workers during this Covid-19 period.
They felt led to do something for
these workers. They initiated a
project called “Project Appreciate.”
They teamed up with one of their
classmate, a medical doctor, who
runs a chain of medical clinics to try
and help these workers.
Instead of seeing the problem and
be an ‘arm-chair’ critique on
Government’s policies, they got
together to supply swabs, test-kits
and hygiene pack for these workers.
Instead of looking at the problems
and their own limitations, they look
at possibilities in God. Because with
God, nothing is impossible.
2). LIMITED BY LACK OF FAITH,
NOT OUR GOD
God is unlimited. But very often,
we are limited by our own disbeliefs,
our doubts and prejudices. The
second thing Elisha said to the
woman, “Go around the neighbourhood and ask for empty jars...”

This might seem like a ridiculous
thing to do. Imagine the woman
going around the neighbourhood
asking to borrow pots and pans.
The neighbours might be asking
what do you want to do with those
empty pots and pans? What good
are those used pots and pans with
her debt problem?
Elisha further added, “Ask for more
so that they can be filled…” If the
woman really believe what the
Prophet Elisha said is true, she
won’t be embarrassed or hesitant
to go all out to beg, borrow and
persuade her neighbours for
empty pots and pans including
pails. And that’s exactly what she
did. Regardless what others might
think or say, she went out by faith.
Like the woman, when we dare to
act upon God’s word as instructed,
we will see the promises of God
come to pass. Faith in God and
obedience to his word will cause
us to live without limit.
If God is leading you to an
opportunity, like those alumni on
Project Appreciate… go for it! Go
in faith and without limitation.
Don’t limit God. Those alumni
needed $50,000 to purchase
5,000 hygiene-pack. Initially they
wondered how they were going to
raise the money needed. But with
God’s help, they did.
We are only limited by the lack of
faith, not what God can do.
3). LOCKED-DOWN, BUT NOT
LOCKED-OUT
Lastly, the Prophet Elisha said to
the woman, “Go inside and shut
the door behind you…” This is a
locked down!
Behind those closed doors was
where she was most productive.
Behind closed doors, the woman
began pouring oil into each empty
jar as instructed. The drop of oil
she started with, did not run out
until she ran out of pots, pans and
pails. She filled every available
empty jar.
Little did she expect a miracle
could happened behind locked
doors. But it did! The woman may
be locked down, but she was not
locked out of God’s flowing miracle!
She sold the oil as instructed by
the prophet and was debt-free. Her
two sons were set free from the
prospect of slavery.

During this lockdown period, when
you scan the streets, things seem
to be at a standstill. Malls are
closed. Shops are shuttered except
the occasional passing of cars and
people. Nothing much seems to
be happening and everywhere
seems so quiet. But in quietness
and stillness behind locked doors,
is where we often experience God.
Not in a busy street where we are
rushing here and there. When we
seek God in isolation, it is one of
the most productive and powerful
engagement we could ever have.
We can experience an overflowing
of his miracle-working power in
our life situation, our churches and
our nations.
Do you want an overflow of God
blessings in your life? If you do,
I suggest you stay lockdown, get
behind closed doors and start
asking the oil of the Holy Spirit to
break into situations in your life.
Difficulties that you are facing,
broken relationships that needed
mending, uncertainties that
stressed you out, and ask for
God’s divine intervention in
impossible situation.

CONCLUSION

If you believe this to be God’s
divine pause for you, don’t waste
this opportunity.
• Use this precious period to 		
seek His face. And begin to see
possibilities in God.
• Use this period to hear the 		
Word of God and stretch your
faith to a new level. We keep
hearing that in the post-Covid,
things cannot remain status
quo. There is a new normal.
In a way this is true. We need
to enter into a new normal of
dependency on God in 		
uncertain times.
• When you are willing to act
upon God’s Word, like the 		
woman who listened to the
prophet Elisha and those alumni
with Project Appreciate, you will
experience an overflow of God’s
goodness and miracles.
Can you live life with NO
LIMITATION? The answer is a
resounding YES! Because we have
a God who is unlimited! My prayers
is that you may have a wonderful
time of discovering how you can
live with NO LIMITATION during
this Circuit Breaker.
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An open letter to Tung Ling Bible School,
penned by a recent graduate of the SOM 2020 Term 1 cohort.

THE THORN IN MY FLESH

You see, my whole life has been a constant struggle
with performance addiction – the belief that
performance and achievement were the only way
to secure the love, approval and respect of others,
and that I had to maintain, or outdo this in order
to stay loved.
Too often, we hear the stories of
drug, gambling, sex, and alcohol
addicts. But I would suggest that
performance addiction may be the
most sinister of them all, because
it escapes us (often in plain sight)
under the guise of “achieving our
potential in life”, “bringing pride
and honour to the family” or
simply, “wanting to do our best”.

Dear Tung Ling Bible School,
Three months with you have flown by in the
twinkling of an eye.
Looking back, it’s funny recalling how so many of my
classmates had been faced with hesitance, tentativeness,
even bewilderment, when deciding whether to enrol.
These decisions were often preceded by some divine
prompting through word of mouth, before an internal
struggle with the question, “What is this Tung Ling Bible
School all about?”, ensued.
I was no different. My decision to tarry under your tent was,
at best, haphazard and last-minute; at worst, out of the
sheer anxiety of not having anything to do after leaving my
job. I hadn’t the slightest clue that I would end up here for
the first three months of 2020.
But coming here has turned out to be one of the best
decisions I’ve ever made. It was atop this ‘Eastern Mountain’
here in Sembawang that God was able to set my feet on solid
rock and give me a firm place to stand (Psalm 40:2, NIV).
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So from a young age, my grades
and achievements defined a huge
part of who I was. Why shouldn’t it,
when, to my mind, love and affection (like all good
things in life) were always conditional on me getting
impressive results, and eventually becoming that
successful doctor, lawyer or accountant? Because
of this, I would get angry at God whenever I did
badly in my exams or didn’t get something my way.
I couldn’t understand or value God’s unconditional
love, and the worth of being His child. These ideas
were as distant to me as the next ‘A+’ grade.
My faulty sense of self-worth worsened after I
scraped my way into a local law school. There, it
was easy to feel inadequate, worthless, and
covetous; a place where ‘putting in my best’ just
wasn’t enough. In law school, grades determine a
lot of things, making me constantly afraid of failing
or being looked down upon by my peers.
Carrying this mindset into the workplace after
graduation, I quickly found myself ill-equipped
to deal with trainee life. Because work has no
‘final exam’ as an endpoint, no pre-determined
holidays for rest, I strived on and on, and
eventually ‘snapped’ in the gruelling and cut-throat
environment of the law firm. It was the darkest
point of my life, and I felt like such a failure.
This was my first brush with anxiety disorder, and
it dealt a tremendous blow to my confidence. By
God’s grace, I managed to complete my training
and thereafter moved into my first law job outside
private practice. That, however, still saw me battling

anxiety for the next few years,
during which time I also started seeking
professional help through counselling.
Although I became more aware of my own condition
and triggers, correcting something so deep-seated
was never going to be an overnight affair. Often,
I still felt overwhelmed by the job, and found it
immensely difficult to ‘draw the line’ in striving for
various superiors’ approval. Furthermore, having
‘crashed out’ at such an early stage of the typical
legal career pathway, this haunted me very often at
work, leading to much insecurity and the need to
prove myself all the time.
Realising soon enough that in the workplace, the
reward for good work is more never-ending work,
I found myself in bondage to the ceaseless need to
perform, in order to maintain or better whatever
good standing I had built up. Burnt out by the
senseless striving of it all, I left my job, knowing
deep down that something in me was still broken
and needed fixing.

“WHAT IS THIS TUNG LING BIBLE
SCHOOL ALL ABOUT?”

Under your tent, I have found the time and space
to revisit, enlarge and consolidate all of God’s little,
quiet lessons for me over the years. Teaching all
of us to dig deep into ourselves was, after all, your
signature work these past three months.
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In the opening week, Dean Philip’s devotional sharing
on repositioning, revelation and restoration, together
with his article on ‘Identity’ in the previous edition
of Polished Shaft, cut straight into the depths of my
heart – and I knew at once why God had brought
me here in this time and season. As the course
went on, I began to see all those unwritten family
rules carried on into adulthood, and was reminded
that Scripture calls me to have a realistic self-image
and an appropriate estimate of my capabilities
(Romans 12:3, NIV); to be like the almost anonymous
Archippus in Colossians 4:17. I also came face-to-face
with the long-standing bondage that needed to be
broken once and for all – the spirit of performance.
You have given me a second chance to make up
for lost time: all those years of
mindless, worldly striving, too
busy to sow deeply into the
foundations of my own faith.
You have opened my eyes
to the fullness and riches of
God and the faith which I
have been so starved of my
whole life. You have also
shown me what a privilege
it is to serve God according
to our giftings. Serving
on the worship team and
editorial team, alongside
my talented, eager and
patient classmates, has
been such a great joy and
breakthrough for me.

Even the daily routine of commuting close to an hour
turned from being a hassle to an occasion for quiet
moments of solitude with God that I looked forward
to. Starting every morning with Dean Ju’s gems of
wisdom at the Early Bird sessions, chapel worship,
and hearing the testimonies of my fellow classmates,
was so life-giving. I began to understand what
Scripture means when it says that God rewards those
who diligently seek him (Hebrews 11:6, NKJV), and
that the words of the wise are like goads (Ecclesiastes
12:11, NIV). Your chapel worship was also quite
something else; at times, the presence of God was
almost tangible.
The lessons here have been nothing short of a feast
on so many aspects of the Christian faith and the
living word of God. There’s food here for everyone
– be they young or mature; pragmatic or cerebral.
Module after module, we see each lecturer taking heed
to the ministry they have respectively received in the
Lord, dispensing not just their anointed teachings,
wisdom and knowledge, but most importantly,
dispensing life. All the ‘modelling’ and ‘hand-holding’
throughout made the learning very manageable
and practical. Being in Bible school in a season of
pestilence (read: COVID-19) has also shown me how
true saints ought to live and act in the last days.
The course’s required text by Richard Foster has also
been very illuminating, revealing many fundamental
truths about the inner life. I especially enjoyed
Foster’s sensitivity to when discipline crosses the
line into legalism, and how he emphasises that
the disciplines should never turn into soul-killing
laws, being but a means to Godly transformation

within us. That is such a powerful take-away for
me, because I know now that the starting point of
Christian disciplines is, first and foremost, a desire
in my own heart for that Godly transformation.
Through the kingdom friendships and the
vulnerable testimonies of my fellow classmates,
I have come to see that the gracious God of the
mountaintops is also the personal Saviour of the
valleys. Truly, He is more than able to use any form
of brokenness in our lives to propel us into His
destiny for us. I witnessed how all of us under your
tent met God in our lowest valleys and deepest
pain, regardless of what age or stage of life we were
at. The many young people that I’ve met here (as
young as 16) have also greatly encouraged me as
I reflected on the squandered years of my youth.
But I see too, that God meets us all at His perfectly
appointed time. And as Foster says, God desires
various ‘tarrying’ places for us where He can teach
us in special ways.
After three months with you, I can confidently say
that I would never exchange what I have experienced
here for anything else in the world. The personal
breakthroughs, spiritual encounters, prophecies
released, and my renewed relationship with God –
all these are so much more precious than gold,
much less the bonuses I missed out on when I left
my job. Indeed, I can finally say that God is my
“exceedingly great reward” (Genesis 15:1, NKJV).
If we can see the importance of twelve years of
formal education, what’s stopping us from setting
aside twelve weeks to encounter

God, soak in His life-giving precepts, and begin the
work of building our houses on rock? Indeed, as
Foster says, the most difficult problem is not finding
the time, but convincing ourselves that something is
important enough to set aside the time for.
In my waiting upon God, I see now that God is more
interested in who I become during the wait, than what
happens after. He is eager to build in me something
that will last for the rest of my life. He yearns to teach
me to want Him more than I want a plan – to seek
the Giver, not the gifts; His face, not His hand; His
ways, not just His works. And I trust that nothing that
happens in my life is wasted – not even the times
of waiting – because in all things He works for the
good of those who love Him, who have been called
according to His purpose (Romans 8:28, NIV).
So thank you, Tung Ling Bible School, for being more
than just my turning point. Thank you for showing
me that God’s divine power has given us everything
we need for a godly life through our knowledge of
Him who called us by His own glory and goodness,
and through His giving of His very great and precious
promises (2 Peter 1:3-4, NIV). And thank you for the
work that you are doing, in changing paths and
affirming lives. It has allowed God to turn the
stagnating oxbow lakes in my life into streams of
living waters.
May you continue to do the same for the multitudes
that will walk through your tent. To God be the glory
forever and ever.
Love, Archippus W.

He yearns to teach me to want Him more than I want a plan –
to seek the Giver, not the gifts; His face, not His hand;
His ways, not just His works. And I trust that nothing that
happens in my life is wasted – not even the times of waiting –
because in all things He works for the good of those
who love Him, who have been called according to
His purpose (Romans 8:28, NIV).
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By Adriel Chan (Graduate of SOM 2020 Term 1)
Bethel Assembly of God
The night before this major
operation, I was a little anxious.
However, God reminded me that
“when I [was] afraid, I [could] put
my trust in [Him]” (Psalm 56:3) and
that He would “never leave nor
forsake [me]” (Hebrews 13:5). God
also sent brothers and sisters to
visit and encourage me. I was most
thankful for my family who were
with me throughout.
The next day, as I walked into the
Operating Theatre, I was filled with
peace and courage which could
only have come from God. Though
there was still the occasional worry,
I kept committing them to God
each time they came. Deep down
I knew that even if things went
wrong, I would still be safe in God’s
eternal presence.

HIS
FAITHFULNESS
NEVER
FAILS
Almost immediately,
however, I caught myself,
and turned my attention
to God. Deep down in my
heart, I knew He was in control,
and that He would bring me
through this great, unknown trial.

Adriel Secondary 1 Orientation

“You have cancer”. These words kept ringing in my
head, as the whole world around me fell silent. I
had been diagnosed with a large germ cell tumour,
pressing on my left lung. I was in the final month
of Secondary 1, busy preparing for my year end
exams, just like any other thirteen-year old.
As you could imagine, this news came like a bolt
from blue.
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I was born into a Christian family.
Both of my parents were strong
Christians, and they taught my
younger brother and I to read
the Bible and pray from a young
age. I soon grew familiar with
the God of the Bible. However, it
wasn’t until age eleven that I saw
my need for Jesus as my personal
Saviour and committed my life
to Him. From that day onwards, I
would spend time daily in prayer
and filling myself with the Word of
God, seeking to do His will. By the
grace of God, I grew to be a strong
Christian.
Hence, troubled as I was when
I first heard the news, I wasn’t
shaken. The God who saved me
at eleven would neither leave

was grim this time; the cancer had
spread to various organs, bones
and even my bone marrows.
We went for a second opinion,
before deciding to undergo
chemotherapy once again in the
hope that a miracle would happen.
Death was staring me in the eyes
even more so this time. I felt near
the end of my strength, unable to
put up a fight anymore. During the
first chemotherapy session after
my relapse, I vividly recall how
I broke down for an hour while
listening to the song “Oceans”;
the lyrics spoke to me then, and
God’s presence was so tangible
that I couldn’t help but pour out
my heart to Him. I felt that I was
stranded on the stormy seas, with
my feet about to fail. Broken and

up faith in me to believe that God
could heal me, even if it seemed
impossible in human eyes.
I finished the last cycle of
chemotherapy in December 2014.
Only six months later a CT scan
showed that all traces of cancer
had disappeared. To the glory
of Jesus, I was declared to be in
remission once again. My doctor
was pleasantly surprised and gave
thanks to God together with us. By
the grace of God, I have been in
remission ever since July 2015.
Because I felt weak and tired from
the treatments, I took extended
periods of rest and ended up
delaying my education by two
years. Hence, it was only in 2019,
at the age of twenty, when I took

Though the journey
was tough, God
renewed my
strength through
the support of my
family and prayers
of Christian friends.
He renewed
my strength as I
read His word.
nor forsake me; God was good.
I was scheduled to go for a CCA
trip to Europe in December, and
if I had gone for the trip without
knowing anything about my true
health condition, the consequences
would have been disastrous. He
sent a close family friend who was
a cancer survivor to encourage
me that same day. She reminded
me of Romans 8:28, and of God’s
sovereign faithfulness to me, which
encouraged me. Nonetheless, my
journey had just begun.
I underwent chemotherapy,
as per the doctor’s orders. The
chemotherapy was effective in
shrinking the tumour only up to
the fourth cycle, when the tumour
started to become resistant to
treatment. The doctors then
decided that it was best for me to
go for an operation. After prayer,
my family decided to proceed.

Thankfully, the operation was
successful and the tumour was
removed. I underwent a few
more cycles of chemotherapy
as a precautionary measure
before being declared to be in
remission by my doctor. I then
rested at home for a few months,
before returning to Secondary 2
in July 2013. With the help and
encouragement of friends and
teachers, I managed to catch
up the whole year’s syllabus
in 5 months. By the grace of
God, I scored well enough to be
promoted to Secondary 3 together
with my batch mates.
Secondary 3 began well enough. I
started immersing myself more in
my CCA, and stepped up my rigour
in studying. However, only six
months into 2014, I was found to
have relapsed with an even more
aggressive cancer. The prognosis

my A levels and graduated from
Junior College. I was planning to
work part-time after graduating.
However, God opened doors for
me and impressed on me to
attend Tung Ling Bible School
(Term 1 2020).
Through Tung Ling, God has rebuilt
into my life a greater discipline in
the areas of prayer and fasting.
He has also used some sessions
to bring closure to some of the
painful experiences of my past.
I have also met through Tung
Ling a group of brothers who
earnestly seek him; they have
spurred me to continue pursuing
God in this season of my life. In
February 2020, I received my A
level results and fared decently.
I give thanks to God for giving
me the strength to persevere in
my studies, and blessing me with
good results. Throughout, God
has been continually restoring
and doing new things in my life –
and I am excited for the doors of
opportunities He is opening for the
next season!
As I move on to the next phase
of my life, I am reminded of
God’s goodness and faithfulness.
Each day is indeed a blessing
from Him, so let us continue to
live courageously, regardless of
whatever circumstance we may be
in. To God be all the glory!

hard pressed, I cried out to God
and told Him that it was too hard
for me. Yet God seemed to speak
so strongly to me to keep my eyes
above the waves, and to let my
soul find rest in His embrace.
This comforted me greatly
and I kept meditating on
these lyrics. The tears just
kept flowing afterwards,
and I knew God had
strengthened my heart
with the assurance of His
goodness and wisdom.
Though the journey was
tough, God renewed my
strength through the support
of my family and prayers of
Christian friends. He renewed
my strength as I read His
word. One particular passage of
Scripture, Isaiah 38, spoke to me
particularly. It spoke of Hezekiah’s
illness and recovery, and stirred
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By Janice Tai (Graduate of SOM 2020 Term 1)
Bethesda (Bedok-Tampines) Church

Where Words Begin:
Written Into

MY FATHER’S
PLAN
Coming to TLBS was actually
three years in the making.

God has also given me the joy
of writing for His kingdom, and
I volunteer to write for Christian
websites such as Salt&Light and
YMI, the young adult arm of Our
Daily Bread.

In 2017, I was already feeling restless
at work and the idea of going to
bible school appealed tremendously
to me. It had been some time since I
last studied and the notion of resting
while soaking in God’s presence and
word was alluring.

Through these, I learnt that God
can and will use brokenness and
weaknesses to propel us into our
kingdom assignment or destiny
because brokenness is meant to
allow one to enter into solidarity
with the whole human family, and
to give oneself to others so that
one’s life can bear fruit.

Yet at that time, there were subtle idols
in my heart that delayed me from taking
that step. I wondered whether it would be a
luxury to forgo my salary and time for a few months
“just” to go to bible school. Would school be as fulfilling as the immediate
satisfaction I was getting at work each time I completed writing an article
as a journalist?

THE 2017 INCIDENT

As it turned out, my delay was accentuated by an unfortunate turn of
events in my professional life in 2017. It was only in 2020 that I was fully
convinced that I needed to seek God and rest in Him through TLBS. By
then, I was burnt out from work and desperate for more of Him.

STEPPING INTO
JOURNALISM

This year will be my ninth year
with a local newspaper as its Social
Affairs Correspondent. I mostly
write about issues concerning the
vulnerable and marginalised; the
elderly, the poor, the mentally
ill, the disabled, and those with
special needs.
Journalism was not a natural or
obvious choice for me. Although
God has given me gifts and talents,
as well as interest and passion
in this area, I was a fearful and
introverted person.
How could I not only survive, but
also thrive in the harsh media
world? Why would God also direct
someone who comes from a
family that does not communicate
much to be in the communication
industry for close to a decade?
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I thank God for the family He has
given me, but like many other
families, we have had our own fair
share of struggles.

myself. In secondary school, when
the teacher asked us to write three
or four pages of journal entries,
there would be collective groans
from the class but I would be the
one submitting 10 pages or more.

I took up a scholarship and He
called me into journalism with an
explicit command to use it to serve
and champion the cause of the
fatherless, the orphan, the widow
and the poor.

However, because of the
prolonged sense of alienation that
I felt, and the bottling up of too
many things in my heart, there
were times when words ceased to
flow freely. I had no more words
as the self was disappearing and
Growing up in such an environment, being effaced. As such, till today,
we drifted apart and talked less
I do not really keep a journal, and
with to one another, especially on a sometimes I have problems talking
deeper level. I withdrew and bottled to God or to people.
things up in my heart, and over
the years, I felt unseen, unheard,
But God, in His grace and mercy,
unknown and sometimes, unloved. did not forget the gifts and talents
that He has placed in me. He
God has given me the joy of writing gave me a purpose for my words
- an immense gift of grace - and it
so that my heart could start
became a way for me to express
producing words again.

For the next eight years, that
mission was my heart’s sole passion
and desire. Their needs and causes
resonated with me because I, too,
felt unseen, unheard and alone. So
in our shared voicelessness, I felt I
could inhabit their personhood and
experiences better and in doing so,
use what I had left of my voice to
help them recover their voices.

Dad battled with several mental and
physical illnesses, and so he retired
from work early. Mum became the
sole breadwinner and had to juggle
many things, so understandably,
she was more busy tending to
our material needs rather than
emotional or spiritual ones.

But God, in His grace
and mercy, did not
forget the gifts and
talents that He has
placed in me. He gave
me a purpose for my
words so that my heart
could start producing
words again.

The Lord opened doors for me
and gave me much favour. Some
of the pieces eventually paved the
way for policy change while others
brought much needed awareness
to existing systemic gaps or needs
yet unaddressed.

In 2017, I had been doing my job
as a reporter and following the
usual protocols, when I suddenly
found myself embroiled in a police
and legal case that resulted in
me being arrested and spending
a night in a prison cell, partly
because I did not want to name
my source out of personal and
professional integrity. That was
a deeply traumatic experience
that deepened the sense of
abandonment that I carried with
me since childhood. It was also a
lonely journey because I felt that
people around me could not quite
understand what was going on,
and even the lawyer that I had
engaged to help with the case was
not easily contactable.
In the end, I was not charged, but
I learnt many life lessons.
I had questioned God as to why I
was so special - or in other words:
why so ‘suay’ (unfortunate) - to
have to go through this, and why
even He seemed to abandon me.
I know He did not cause it to
happen, but in His grace, He used

this episode to teach me a lot of
things - such as the responsibility
and burden of representation, to
hold on loosely to my good name
or reputation, and to trust Him to
vindicate me for any injustice that
was suffered.
Since that time, and even till
now through TLBS, God has
been speaking to me about this.
He told me that it is time to
relinquish the spirit of abandonment
and take on the spirit of sonship;
for He has adopted me into His
family and that is the key to
freedom from fear.
The verse I hold on to dearly is
in Romans 8:15, which says: “For
you did not receive the spirit of
bondage again to fear, but you
received the Spirit of adoption by
whom we cry out, ‘Abba, Father.’”
My Father delights in me and here
in TLBS, I hope to understand in
greater measure the depth of His
love for me so that I can, in turn,
truly enjoy and delight in Him.
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By Jason Leong (Graduate of SOM 2020 Term 1)
Bethesda Pasir Ris Mission Church

MY GOD:
THE ONE
WHO
RESCUES

The absence of a
miracle does not define
the heart of the Father.
I may not have all the
answers yet on this side
of eternity, but I know
for certain that God will
never forsake me.
He always redeems
our past in order that
we may be a greater
blessing to others.

THE SPIRITUAL ATTACK
Within three short months, I went from being a Physical Education (PE)
teacher to losing both my lower limbs. Instead of driving my family around
as I did before, these days the only vehicle I power up is my motorised
wheelchair – the same vehicle which my two young children now squeeze
onto when they want a cuddle.
My wife, Ruth Wen, and I had just
returned with the children from
a six-month sabbatical road trip
in Canada, refreshed and ready
to serve God in a bigger capacity.
We both joined different interchurch prayer groups to pray for
Singapore, while still serving in the
worship team at Bethesda Pasir Ris
Mission Church.
On the morning of 3rd April 2019,
I began having chills, and soon
developed a fever of 41 degrees
Celsius by the time I got sent
home to rest. That very evening, I
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noticed traces of blood in my urine
and so I headed to the hospital
with my wife to get it checked.
By the time the doctor examined
me, my fingers, toes, and lips had
turned blue. Drifting in and out of
consciousness, I was immediately
admitted into the hospital.
The doctors ran multiple tests
on me, thinking it was a serious
infection or an autoimmune
disease. Being allergic to many
antibiotics, the doctors also could
not find any suitable ones to treat
me. By the afternoon of the next

day, my liver, lungs and kidney
had begun failing and the doctors
started preparing my family for
the worst.
Needless to say, Ruth was shellshocked. She kept questioning
God and knew only to pray and
sing worship songs over me.
The doctors later found that a
common bacteria had entered my
bloodstream and was wrecking
havoc in my body.
Meanwhile, word of my critical
condition started to garner prayers

and intercession from friends
all over – even from people who
did not know me personally. It
was revealed to a few of them,
separately, that there were curses
in my family line.

THE VISION IN THE
SPIRITUAL REALM

For the next 48 hours, I laid in
a state of unconsciousness in
the intensive care unit (ICU).
Unbeknownst to my loved ones, I
found myself in a different realm
for the entire duration.
In this spiritual realm, I found
myself in a darkened hospital.
It felt like I was there for several
weeks. I fell asleep and woke up in
various places within this darkened
hospital. Sometimes, I could
smell blood and hear the whirring
of machines being turned on –
indications to me that dialysis was

taking place in what was beginning
to look more like a butchery, with
meat counters and slabs of meat
being hung up. My surroundings
were not only physically dark;
they were spiritually dank too.
There were accusations and
condemnation levelled against me
with increasing intensity.
Specifically, I was somehow being
condemned for setting up a bomb
in the darkened hospital. Upon
hearing explosions, I became
convinced that I had in fact done
it. Spotting the familiar faces of
family and friends, I hurriedly
chased them out of the place. The
nurses at the darkened hospital
later found out that I was the
bomber, and wanted to hand me
over to the police. However, before
doing so, they exacted revenge
on me by injecting me with drugs.
Each time they did so, I felt my life
slipping away.

I kept asking God for answers to all
that I was witnessing, telling Him
that everything was not making
any sense. We had just returned
home from our sabbatical and
recommitted ourselves to serving
Him. What could have motivated
me to bomb a hospital? How could
I have had the ability to do such a
thing if I had been lying down this
whole time? The accusations and
condemnation continued to
intensify, and soon I felt the
surrounding darkness begin to
engulf me. In my desperation, I
called upon Jesus to rescue me.

palpable – akin to that of a
protective Father over His bullied
child. He proceeded to grab me by
the collar and said, “Come, let’s go.”

At once, I saw God sitting on His
throne over a bright crystalline
green sea, with a glory that was
wholly indescribable. The green
hue was a colour never before
seen, and God was holding in His
right hand, a wooden staff with
its handle wrapped in linen. God’s
burning indignance was more than

MY GOD WHO RESCUES
AND SUSTAINS ME

With formidable power, God
fought His way out. I could not see
what He was fighting against, but
I could feel the sheer force of His
power. Soon, I was placed back
down on solid ground on a bright
mountaintop.
It was then that I regained
consciousness, around midday on
5th April 2019.

It was not until a week later before
I could properly recount the events
and have Ruth record them down.
I believe I had witnessed those events
through my spirit man, because
they were certainly nothing like
ordinary dreams or nightmares.

I slowly recovered from the
bacterial infection thereafter.
On the fifth day of hospitalisation,
a group of intercessors gathered
at my house and led my father in
breaking generational curses.
That same day, I started to breathe
on my own and was transferred out
of ICU the following day.
Nonetheless, it continued to be
a confusing time for Ruth and I.
Although we were seeing miracles
of my organs being healed
ahead of schedule, I have also
since undergone more than 10
operations to amputate my toes,
feet, then lower legs and fingers,
due to gangrene. Two toes from
my left foot were also later grafted
on my right hand to preserve their
use. It got to a point where I started
suffering from post-traumatic
stress disorder and panic attacks.
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Late last June, it became medically
necessary to amputate my lower
limbs to just below the knee of
both my legs.
At that point, it felt like my
identities as a father to my
children, as a husband to Ruth, and
as a PE teacher to my students,
were challenged and taken away
from me.
As I struggle to put my hope in
the Lord, I know that it is He who
rescues and sustains me. I am
certain that whatever that has
happened to me was the result
of the enemy coming to steal, kill
and destroy. Notwithstanding, the
pain and struggle have only driven
me closer and more desperately
to God. Amidst the confusion
and desperation, God played two
songs continuously in my spirit
– Goodness of God and Raise a
Hallelujah – to remind me of His
faithfulness and the unexplainable
peace that only He bestows. With
that peace, He has been guarding
our hearts and minds, even as
He holds our hands through this
journey of recovery.
After five months, I was discharged
in August last year. Amidst the
pain, I have heard God telling me
that I will walk again. My 6-year-old
son, Evan, has also had several
dreams of me having legs. Despite
my disability, I still hope to return
to being a PE teacher after my
medical leave ceases in March.
Regardless, I am also open to other
options that God may lead me to –
which is why I have decided to
enrol into TLBS in the meantime.
Here in TLBS, I have received
some answers from God and have
learnt that He is simultaneously
just, loving, and righteous. I have
also grasped the principle that
consequences might follow if legal
ground is ceded to the devil.

PROJECT

“ for I was hungry and you
gave Me food;
I was thirsty and you
gave Me drink;
I was a stranger and you
took Me in; ”

Matthew 25:35 NKJV

I truly believe that God can heal
me, and I am excited to see what
that restoration will look like. The
absence of a miracle does not
define the heart of the Father. I
may not have all the answers yet
on this side of eternity, but I know
for certain that God will never
forsake me. He always redeems
our past in order that we may be a
greater blessing to others.
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Covid-19 is something that we now hear daily,
appearing in every other news headline. One of our
classmates from School of Ministry, Term 1 2020,
(“SOM 2020”) Dr Andrew, is a medical doctor with
the AcuMed Medical Group and was tasked to be a
soldier fighting on the frontline of this battle against
the virus that cannot be seen. On 10 April 2020
while most of us were having a break on this Good
Friday, Dr Andrew sent a prayer request to the SOM
2020 CG Champs chatgroup which read:
“Jacqueline and I have been seeing a large pool
of foreign workers and have observed a spike
of foreign workers with positive Covid in the last
fortnight. I have just started conducting nasal swabs
for suspect cases in my clinic yesterday.
If you have any information or ways we can support
and reassure these workers, do PM me. Let’s
pray for the foreign worker community ”take care
everyone.” At this point, God stirred and Project
Appreciate was birthed, with the main objective of
giving 5,000 appreciation packs through AcuMed
Medical Group to the Migrant Workers who have
toiled for our nation.
Every crisis presents opportunities. With the Circuit
Breaker, it became impossible for us to reach out to
the Migrant Workers personally. However, as many
as 500 Migrant Workers were visiting the panel of
clinics under AcuMed Medical Group daily, which
presented an opportunity for 1-to-1 interaction
between the doctors with the Migrant Workers.
As the Covid-19 situation escalated, MOH deployed
teams from AcuMed as mobile dorm teams and
to run medical posts some of which are within
swab isolation facilities. These efforts allowed
doctors and staff from AcuMed to conduct swab
tests, provide medical care and isolate the migrant
workers who were waiting for their test results.
They went to the dormitories armed not only with
scary looking medical equipment (some of the
Migrant Workers trembled as they came forward
for tests) but with a gift pack containing essential
items as well as a snack.
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The journey to getting
Project Appreciate off the
ground was so full of the
fingerprints of God.
The idea was birthed
when He downloaded
the idea on Good Friday.
What was a restful long
weekend ended up being
a weekend with a flurry of
searches, calls and emails
looking for suppliers of
essential items.

PROJECT

The journey to getting Project Appreciate off the
ground was so full of the fingerprints of God. The
idea was birthed when He downloaded the idea
on Good Friday. What was a restful long weekend
ended up being a weekend with a flurry of searches,
calls and emails looking for suppliers of essential
items. However, due to the Circuit Breaker, many
suppliers were not open or not allowed to deliver.
Speed bump one. Despair set in...and I went to
God in prayer but also with questions about why
things did not turn out as expected when Project
Appreciate was intended for good. Self-doubt
and a sense of defeat began to set in. But, God is
a God who provides. Not long after, God started
opening the doors. Suppliers were supportive of this
initiative and agreed to steep discounts to the items.
God even took care of the details. The quick dry
towels which we sourced for came in self-adhesive
bags which could be used to hold all the other items
which we wanted to put in. This saved us packaging
cost as well as the environment!
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WHAT LASTS
Give
FOR ETERNITY

It was God’s
idea executed
with God’s
hands leading
in every step
and with
His perfect
provision.

The ministry depends
fully on the generosity
of kingdom-minded
believers and
well-wishers.

• Your financial pledges or donation will
enable the School to continue to bring
in top-notched lecturers and support a
competent team of dedicated faculty
and staff to equip the body of Christ.
• A portion of the giving will also go
towards helping to provide scholarships
or subsidies to less fortunate but worthy  
students who cannot afford their tuition
fees.
• Through your giving, it will enable the
School to bless the churches locally
through organised lectures, workshops
and seminars.

There was also a question of how we were going
to pack 5,000 packs during Circuit Breaker. We
couldn’t gather a group of volunteers. My family
could only help with a quarter in such a short
time. Halfway houses or girls homes we were
connected to that had live in residents had strict
social distancing rules to abide by and would not
be able to help. Speed bump two. Just as I thought
again this Project would not materialise, someone
sent the contact details of a supplier of sanitizers
without me even asking. Not only did they supply
sanitizers, as they were considered as being in
essential services, they had a group of workers who
could help with the packing!
What was left was the most crucial “ingredient”
to Project Appreciate. We had targeted to
raise $50,000/- for the 5,000 packs. Through
some friends, we were connected to Rotary
Club Singapore East who agreed to take on the

fundraising efforts! Within a week, we raised more
than the targeted amount. Praise God!

We invite you to be part of the kingdom-ministry
at Tung Ling Bible School through
your financial giving.

It was God’s idea executed with God’s hands leading
in every step and with His perfect provision. Within
two weeks from Good Friday, the gift packs were
delivered to AcuMed Medical Group.

• Monthly pledge to TLBS
• Bank transfer or GIRO to our DBS
account no.: 012-003312-5, Account
Name: Tung Ling Bible School Ltd
• Cheque donation payable to:
Tung Ling Bible School Ltd

All the 5,000 gift packs have now been distributed
to the Migrant Workers. The migrant workers, most
of whom have been locked in for months, were very
appreciative of the gifts items that were essential to
meet their daily needs. Dr Andrew had forged some
friendships and with the remainder of the funds
raised we will continue to bless this community of
Migrant Workers!

• Log into PayNow app and enter our
UEN number: 198403071C
OR
• Scan the QR code:

Valuable lessons learnt - Prayer and trusting God
to bring His plans into perfect completion, beyond
what we could imagine, in His own time.

2 Gambas Crescent, #10-04/05 Nordcom II, Singapore 757044
• T: +65 6345 4353 • F: +65 6345 4639 • E: Admin@Tungling.org.sg
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Here are some ways you can contribute
to the ministry:

• By way of bequests to TLBS, please
email to admin@tungling.org.sg or
call the office at 6345 4353 to discuss.

CHANGING PATHS, AFFIRMING LIVES
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